
 

Norton Anthology of American Literature (Ninth Edition) (Vol. A) is a text in the Norton Anthology series, also known as "The
Big Book" because of its size when open, presenting great works from America's past and present. It assembles texts and readers
for an education in reading and writing that emphasizes multiculturalism and social responsibility. The Norton Anthology of
American Literature presents the best writers from the country's various literary eras: cowboy poets, slave narratives, women
writers, Native Americans, Chicano/Latino authors — all those who have helped shape America as we know it today. From
Mark Twain and Edgar Allan Poe to David Foster Wallace and Toni Morrison, the Norton Anthology of American Literature is
considered by many to be the most comprehensive anthology of its kind. The Norton Anthology of American Literature (Ninth
Edition) (Vol. A) consists of: This Norton Anthology features a version of the Norton Critical Edition text, prepared for mass-
market paperback by the editors who bring you "Norton's Study Guides." The renowned study guides provide students with
clear explanations and rich context for a deeper understanding of a text. Students can use "Norton's Study Guides" in tandem
with this Norton Critical Edition text to explore a specific topic or review important details from each section within a text.
Each volume of the Norton Anthology series brings together a team of leading scholars and outstanding writers from across the
country. The editors have been responsible for cultivating classic books of world literature from the past 65 years. Every Norton
title is carefully selected from a wealth of materials, and is consistently updated with additions and revisions. The Barnes &
Noble Review reviewed the Ninth edition: "Norton's Series offers a choice few volumes that have come to be widely accepted
as classics, all of them thoughtfully organized by topic, with lively introductions by the editors that enhance what readers already
know about a subject" The Norton Anthology Of American Literature Ninth Edition (Vol. A) by Robert D. Hume, Stephen J.
Burn, and John W. Crowley was published by Norton in May 2012 and is our 38382nd best seller. The ISBN for The Norton
Anthology Of American Literature Ninth Edition (Vol. A) is 9780393376116. The Bestsellers in American Literature
Anthology for this publisher is listed at, http://www.dummies.com/bigcommerce/american-literature-anthology-dummies-solved-
eBook/

of readings from the 9th edition can be accessed from the following link:
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